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THE NEW ECARD ROSTER 
 

We know that using a computer for rosters will be a great stretch for some 
of our instructors. Please rest assured that we have people on hand that 
will assist you as much as possible. But first, we encourage you to READ 
these instructions.  It will help eliminate stress and you will soon realize that 
the ecard system is not as difficult as you originally thought. 
 
Below is a picture of the new roster.  As you can see, there is not much 
difference from the previous roster.   
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The Ecard System Verses the Hard Copy (current) System 
 

What’s Different? 

A. One of the major differences is the roster. Ecard Rosters are digitized.  
Instructors, or their admin assistants will complete the new roster and 
submit it to Operation Life Saver with the use of a computer.  There will be 
no more paper or hard roster copies; just as there will be no more paper 
cards. 

B. Another difference is that instructors will no longer receive the cards in the 
mail.  The cards will be emailed direct to the students from Operation Life 
Saver. 

C. Students that are taking your classes must have an email address. You 
should inform them of this before they take the class.  If they do not have 
one, you can create one for them.   

D. Students are encouraged to fill in their own information on the Roster Back 
Page. This will cut down on the number of errors that we have 
encountered during the pilot session where instructors typed in the 
information themselves rather than letting the students do it.   

E. Completing a roster is also somewhat different.  When an instructor 
completes a roster, instead of placing a check marks by the course and 
their appropriate modules, you now type the course information in the 
blank field at the top of the roster. See example #1 

F. Ecard Rosters have an automatic “Total Cost Field”.  Instructors will enter 
the “Total # of Students that completed the class (including names listed 
on both Back Pages).  Next enter the ‘Price Per Card. (Remember: add $1 
more for Credit Card and Pay Pal Payments.) Hit enter and your total cost 
is calculated automatically. See #2.  If in doubt about the price per card, 
refer to the Ecard Price List. Remember 1 course per roster.   

G. Instructors or their admin assistant will have to indicate at the bottom of the 
roster the “Type of Payment” they will be submitting.  The types of 
payments are By Credit Card One Time Use, By Credit Card on File, 
Check/Cash/MO, or By using Pay Pal.  We will have Pay Pal set up on our 
web page which is currently being revised.  If you don’t want to keep a 
credit card on file, please use the form “Credit Card for one Time Use until 
we have the Web page is finished. See #3.   

H. Type your name in the Signature field. It will format automatically.  See  #4.   

I. There are now two (2) Roster Back Pages that instructors can use for very 

large classes.  Each “Roster Back Page” which contains the student’s 
information, can list up to 45 names per page (stop on line 46).  There are 
two back pages per roster.  Therefore, you can have up to 90 students on 
one roster.  The Roster Back Pages are beside the Roster Front Page in 
the Roster workbook. Look at the bottom tabs on the worksheet.  See #5. 
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The Roster Back Page, which is the information that is uploaded into the AHA 
Ecard System, is a very minimal page.  There are no lines, only titles.  This page 

should never be changed in any way.  See #6. Any change in font, font size, 
margin etc. will result in numerous delays in getting the ecards to the 
students.  In addition, it may also result in you having to pay additional 
money.   

 
Refer to this page when setting up for a new class. 

 
 Do Not change the date format.  
 Do not change the font, nor the font size.  
 Do Not change the Column or Row size.  
 Do Not change the Margins.  
 Do Not add any lines. 
 Do Not put parenthesis in the phone number field.  

 
Below is an example of how the back page should look. 
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